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SAM
BEARD
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PRESIDENT, GIFT
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with 501 (c) 3 status.

Year’s end is always a reflective time for me. Stop racing from meeting to
meeting, from phone call to phone call, from airport to airport… Pause. Reflect.
What have we accomplished? What are our goals for the next year?
Here are the 2018 highlights that make me smile:
·T
 he GIFT team is the best and most effective team I have ever had the privilege of enlisting and
working with. The team is the heart of GIFT’s ability to transform lives.
· O
 ne of GIFT’s founding principles for our organization – “Be Mindful in a Mindful World” is paying off.
The vision of collaboration – go beyond silos – build partnerships – is leveraging our resources 20:1 plus.
· In Delaware with collaborating partners, we’ve now trained 2,500 folks in mindfulness - stress
reduction and trauma recovery. We’re operating in Delaware’s schools, nonprofits, mental health
and health care. We’re on the way to train 10,000 Delawareans in the next 5 years. A majority of
the top elected officials in Delaware (including Governor John Carney, First Lady Tracey Carney, US
Senator Chris Coons and Lt. Governor Bethany Hall-Long) are signed on this program -- DELAWARE
CHANGING LIVES.
Through this collaboration, we will make Delaware THE FIRST STATEWIDE DELIVERY SYSTEM for
stress reduction, trauma recovery and life-enhancement, making mindfulness training technologies
affordable and self-sustaining. We see this as a model for the country.
 ur SuperPowerSummit partner and GIFT have collected amazing content from more than 100 global
·O
leaders with one overview purpose—to demonstrate the diverse ways mindfulness and meditation
have the power to change our lives and the world. The Summit is launching in the first quarter of 2019.
 o benefit veterans and mental health, GIFT partnered with America Salutes You to present the Global
·T
Harmony Benefit Concert, a global television special. Confirmed artists to date include Kenny Aronoff,
Billy Gibbons, Pat Benetar, John Fogarty and Sammy Hagar. The special will be distributed and
broadcast via Tribune Broadcasting, Nexstar and ION TV network along with multiple cable stations
and worldwide streaming.

Happy Holidays
Sam Beard
President, GIFT
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NIPUN
MEHTA
The Smallest,
Simplest Act
of Kindness
Can Radically
Transform
Your Life

In today’s world, no one has done more to advance
the healing power of generosity on the global level
than Nipun Mehta. Jumping off a lucrative career
in computer engineering, Nipun applied the notion
of “small acts of kindness” to invent a way to take
small distributed units and build it into a dynamic
platform for collective impact. His nonprofit
organization, ServiceSpace.org, is described as an
incubator of projects that works at the intersection
of volunteerism, technology and the gift-economy.
In 2015, President Barack Obama appointed him
to an advisory council on addressing poverty and
inequality. Through his efforts, the act of “paying
it forward” has become a powerful daily habit for
thousands of people around the world.

W

hen we perform the smallest kind act of
generosity, we set in motion a ripple effect

of so many remarkable benefits. Our dopamine
and oxytocin levels go up and so does our
sense of wellbeing.
The condition of our heart is better. We have better
social relations as a result of which we may actually
live longer. Tons of scientific research tells us how
good it is for us. It’s good for other people, too.
Everybody wins. So, the big question is,
why don’t we do more of it?

Many of us harbor this untested belief that you can
only afford to be generous once you become rich
and dominant and powerful. In truth, we can all
give. It’s hard to remember that because we live in
individualistic times. The onus of our happiness is
purely on our shoulders, and it lends itself to: “It’s
me against the world, and I have to do my best
to take care of myself.” Mired in self-maximizing
transactions, we dilute our connection with others
and trust in the social fabric of the communities we
are embedded in. Against this backdrop, it’s hard for
us to believe in the possibilities that are set in motion
from the smallest gestures.
Yet, I think it’s just a matter of looking deeper into
this idea of what your self-interest is. Is getting ahead
and having a big bank balance going to make you
happy? It’s quite clear that it doesn’t. Some of us may
recite the merits of Gordon Gecko’s “greed is good”
mantra, but I think that generosity is much better.
As an alternative, I prefer the Dalai Lama’s quote:
“Be selfish, be generous.” On the face of it, it
appears to be a paradox, but it’s only so if our
worldview is external. If we factor in the inner
experience of generosity, it is actually in our selfinterest to be kind to other people because you’re
going to immediately feel better with that act of
generosity. And it’s going to have all these ripple
effects that are going to change you, your social
fabric and ultimately the system as a whole.
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Kids totally get the power of small acts of service.
Adults, on the other hand, can have the knee-jerk
reaction on first impression -- “Oh, that’s cute. Call
me when you grow up.” Sometimes after talking to
a group of young students, I’ll open up a bouquet
and give everyone a flower. I will ask them to pay
it forward by thanking someone they’ve never
appreciated before, like a teacher, a fellow student, a
janitor, somebody working in the cafeteria or anyone
else. On various occasions, they come back with tears
of gratitude and ask if they can get another flower.
This is natural. I have a lot of faith in generosity, and
now we also have a lot of neuroscience backing up
this notion that we’re wired to care.
For me, personally, generosity has been a great
spiritual practice. It allowed me to act without
wanting to own or dictate the outcome. Both in my
organization, ServiceSpace, and my personal life, we
really don’t have an agenda other than to spread love.
Even spreading love can’t really be called an agenda,
because that’s the default direction of all existence.
In ServiceSpace, we have built up some wonderful
tools and processes that allow things like microvolunteering to scale up into a focused effort, and
into a larger movement. But we’re also not attached
to holding it all under one umbrella. If it’s helpful for
someone to do acts of kindness in the cocoon of our
umbrella, fantastic — if you’d rather go out and do it
on your own, that’s just as great too. The message is
always about being the change we wish to see and
thus allowing love, generosity, and compassion to
flourish in our society at large.
When we approach a moment without an agenda
-- without expecting anything in return -- we relate
to life in a multi-dimensional way and activate that
possibility in the other person as well. And that
kind of a deep relationship makes way for a radical
emergence that we might’ve never imagined.
Over time, we come to trust in that process -- of
life’s natural propensity to take us to the doorsteps
of greater good. It’s a beautiful way to go about life.
Instead of sizing others up constantly, we let go of
our judgments and let in an unexpected possibility.
With a sense of awe, we look to the fertile soil of deep
relationships to discover which flower will bloom next.
It brings great joy and fresh eyes to each moment, in
place of trying to shoehorn each moment to fit into
some biased, pre-meditated outcome. It lends itself
to a quiet kind of contentment and a very satisfying
way of being.
To give you an example, just a couple days ago, I was
out shopping for art supplies with my wife. A guy in
the aisle called my name, but I didn’t recognize him.
He told me we had met 12 years ago and went on to
share a bit about his journey. Few months back, he
had bought a food truck, and he shared, “Someday,
I’d like to add some pieces of generosity and
community building into it.” I asked him,

“Why don’t you start by doing some little acts
right now?” “What do you mean?” he replied. I
opened my wallet. I happened to have $40 and gave
it to him, with a few Smile Cards (printed with the
message of paying it forward). “Whenever you’re
serving someone and you feel moved to make
their day, just tell them that their tab is covered by
somebody they don’t know. And it’s up to them to
pay it forward however they want. Try it out and
see what happens.” In all such encounters, we have
a choice. I could have just totally looked the other
way or just said, “Hey, nice to see you.” But if we are
willing to assume value in each moment, a whole
new possibility can be birthed. His eyes were radiant
with love, and we both left our brief encounter with
a sense of elation and connection. And inevitably,
there will be ripples.
Having this kind of practice is hardly a static thing;
it requires a constant orientation towards our inner
growth. Whenever I am perplexed or get overly
drawn into external work, I return to my practice
of small acts of kindness to help me navigate
the terrain. It’s a process of constant learning
and improvement.
Sometimes, it also requires us to go far outside of
our comfort zones. For example, several years ago,
my wife and I intentionally chose to embark on
walking pilgrimage in India. We started at the Gandhi
Ashram in Western India and ended up walking
1000 kilometers south, eating whatever food was
offered and sleeping wherever the place was offered
along the way. Rather organically, we landed up at a
monastery where we meditated for the better part of
the next few months. When you do something like
this, you uncover the hidden basements within your
consciousness. It’s easy to be centered and look at
how good things are in your comfort zone, but
all of a sudden it’s 120 degrees Fahrenheit outside.
You don’t know the people in that community.
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You may not speak the language. You don’t have
access to money. You are insecure about how your
wife is going to be treated or how you are going to
be fed. Put all of this together, and it’s a little different
than running into the guy in the art supplies shop
after having a nice lunch. :)
The first thing that comes up is that you start
to discover your own dark spots and limitations.
“Wait a second, I thought I was generous, but
I’m only generous to a certain degree.” Beyond
that degree, all these inner-negativities started
coming up. That was the first realization. The second
realization was that if you persevere with it long
enough, there is light at the end of the tunnel. You
realize you actually have the capacity to be far more
magnanimous, to actually grow in love. Firsthand,
you see how kindness is actually a muscle that the
more you flex it, the stronger it becomes — and
the more compassion you have. By the end of the
three months on the streets and subsequent three
months in the monastery, I had found a much deeper
composure and a grander reservoir of compassion
that I didn’t know I had. Instead of reacting blindly
to a man who insulted me, I could now respond with
patience. Most of the time I would fail, but those few
successes exposed my latent capacity for being more
loving and equanimous. I felt so much stronger to
take on the world and all the high tides and low ebbs
that life throws our way.

At least, that’s been my experience. That’s been my
growth curve all my life. I hope that today I have a
kinder heart than I had 10 years ago, and ten years
from now it will be even more firmly rooted in
unconditional love.
In the end, I don’t think there is one grand answer
to solve all the problems of the world. A mono-crop
farm will never be as rich a poly-culture ecosystem.
We need an infinite series of experiments.
And to create that social poly-culture farm, it helps
to remember that we are all contributors, that every
small act changes us and the world, and there is an
inevitable ripple effect of every action we take.
So let’s experiment and get creative in the direction
of greater generosity, greater connection, and
greater compassion.

To follow Nipun, visit:

servicespace.org

Once we start practicing generosity, the practice
itself becomes the reward. All kinds of other virtues
start blossoming inside us. The hidden traits and
capacities that have always been there, but now,
it’s activated. Previously, we might’ve thought that
kindness was cool -- but after seeing it’s positive
feedback loop, it’s kindness on steroids. The sages
across all traditions have repeated this wisdom, but
it mostly remains an intellectual idea. When we do
something about it, though, it becomes a lived reality
and the magic begins.
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BE THE
TURTLE
Matt Auerbach

Matthew Auerbach is the principal of Mt. Pleasant
Elementary School in Wilmington, Delaware. He
represents the leading edge of forward thinking
educators who are equipping their students with
social/emotional learning in addition to academics.
He is part of GIFT’s Delaware Changing Lives
initiative that is demonstrating what can happen
when mindfulness
technology is fully integrated into the
institutional and social fabric of a society.

B

eing a school principal means never knowing
what the new day is going to bring. Things get
thrown at you that you can never anticipate.
It’s exciting and inspiring at the same time.
To be a good principal, you have to love being with
kids. I am invested in them as a means to affect
our future. I want our children to grow up in a safe,
strong and supportive community. That is where
I find my passion in being a principal.
I love the challenge.
As you can imagine, the job also comes with a lot of
stress and pressure. I’m often caught in the crossfire
of many different interests—the kids, the parents,
the teachers, the administrative staff, the district
office and the community as a whole.
You have to listen to the needs they all have and
try to find solutions. On top of this is the normal
everyday stress that comes with also being a
father and a husband.

I felt that something had to be done. I kept hearing
this noise in my brain and was almost at a breaking
point. “I want to be healthy. I don’t want to be
stressed. And I don’t want the people around me
to be stressed.” Maybe it wasn’t so surprising that
I came to mindfulness as a possible solution. My
wife and I went to a few yoga classes together. My
mother had taught it. I was looking for something
different, but I realized I always had this in me,
standing by for me to grasp. Fortunately, we had a
group of people working at the school who came
together on this concept of mindfulness that
had started buzzing around the world. So, it just
serendipitously came to be.
I would like to say that the story ends here and
everyone lived happily ever after. But that was not
the immediate outcome here. Instead, if you ever
aspire with all the best intentions to introduce this
kind of change on an institutional level, whether at a
school or any place of work, I hope you will heed my
words and learn from my mistakes.
Prior to bringing mindfulness to Mt. Pleasant
Elementary School, I participated in another
school-wide initiative at a different school around
student leadership and had completely bought into
it. I thought, “I’m going to bring this to my school,
and everyone is going to love it.” Instead, I ended
up with egg on my face, as it was just me and
a few others talking about this student
leadership program.
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A psychotherapist and meditation teacher named
Dr. James Walsh met with me and helped me
realize where I had gone wrong. In fact, this topdown initiative had been doomed from the start. He
explained. “The idea behind mindfulness is that it
is an offering, not a mandate.” We talked about the
need to go slow and steady with this.
Back to the drawing board, we were very deliberate
to start very small with people who my team and
I identified would embrace mindfulness in their
own practice. We would allow that seed to grow.
That core group of about a dozen teachers received
10 hours or so of MBSR (mindfulness-based stress
reduction) training. Six members from this group
traveled this past summer to the Omega Institute for
a five-day retreat on mindfulness in education. So, as
we are strengthening our core, the ripple effects are
happening through their conversations with other
staff members, raising their awareness and curiosity
of what mindfulness is. They are noticing how this can
benefit themselves personally and most importantly,
how it can actually benefit our kids. Again, slow,
like the turtle…
Recently, at the start of the new school year, one
of our teachers shared with me how one year
earlier she had been stressed out, anxious, upset
and physically ill dealing with her to-do list. One
year later, she still had the same list but felt totally
different. It was all because she had learned
strategies to regulate her emotional triggers and the
physical sensations in her body that caused her to
raise her stress levels.
Beyond the core, we have also done activities with
the whole staff. Dr. Walsh and his associate Shannon
Ayres have led our entire faculty through guided
meditations and debriefed with them after. Shannon
has started introducing some strategies we can do
with the kids, just simple things like taking a breath,
holding your stomach and feeling the rise and fall of
your belly as a means of regulating your emotions.
The slow and steady approach has also been put into
action with the students. Thanks to a $100,000 grant,
we started an afterschool program last year teaching
mindfulness to a group of forty 4th and 5th graders.
We collected data tracking behavior, academics and
their self-reported stress levels. The results were
encouraging enough for the grant to be renewed
and the program expanded to include more children
across more grade levels.
One of the other insights we’ve gained working with
children is the importance of starting mindfulness
activities on the physical plane. Stretching, focusing
their intention by tracing over their fingers, or
concentrating on the sensations of eating a raisin
are just a few examples of these physical anchors.
Once they begin to change the way they think
on a physical level, they get more into the higher
cognitive levels of mindfulness, especially becoming
aware of their own emotions and the

Matt Auerbach and his daughter, along with Mrs. Wendy
Turner and Delaware Governor John Carney

emotions of those around them. We know through
developmental psychology that they will eventually
understand that the world is greater than them,
nurturing the seed of compassion, understanding
and empathy that is embedded within them, while
at the same time building
the resiliency that so many of them need in order to
overcome the stress-inducing obstacles
that life brings.
This growth mindset is something we talk about
a lot at our school. We want the children to move
away from the notion that their future has already
been predetermined for them. Whether they come
from abusive circumstances or have high achieving
families, the world is still wide open.
Our school is truly diverse. We house the district’s
emotional support program, a program for
gifted students, and all of our students qualify
for free breakfast and lunch, due to our low
income population. Surprisingly, while we have
to be cognizant of the needs of these different
populations, what we find is that they all have very
similar needs. We talk about the future and the jobs
of the future that haven’t even been invented yet. It
all comes down to developing that mindset of openmindedness, curiosity and compassion. If we do so,
our students will ultimately create those amazing
jobs. And in the process, they will
also create awesome communities, businesses
and relationships.
And it’s all beginning to come together. Slow and
steady wins the race for our students, our school,
and our community at large.

You can find out more about
Matt’s amazing work at

https://www.brandywineschools.org/mpe
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TAKE OFF
YOUR SHOES

Annabelle Sharman

A rare and powerful force for healing and
reconciliation, Annabelle Sharman draws
from the best of both worlds — her Australian
Aboriginal cultural wisdom and traditions
merged with contemporary holistic healing
modalities. Specializing in helping people
recover from trauma, Annabelle is an intuitive
healer, Reiki Master and teacher and certified
holistic counselor. She is also a social worker
who is dedicated to empowering people to
take leadership roles in healing themselves,
their families and communities.
Her work centers on Aboriginal communities
as well as mainstream Australian society,
believing that healing Australia begins with
breaking down the barriers, promoting
conversation that results in real connection
and a shared sense of oneness.

I

have people from all walks of life coming to
me for healing who say they are really lost.
I say to them, “You’re not lost, you’re just
returning.” I have seen in my experience in my
work, my family and my community that when
trauma happens, you have that disconnect.
With the Aboriginal people of Australia, there’s
been a huge disconnect. It’s all about returning
back to self. I know that when I’m in my natural
state of being, standing in my oneness, I’m
breathing the same air as my ancestors.

I knew my purpose from a very early age,
perhaps around 11 or 12 years old, that I was
going to be a counselor or something to help
people. I was surrounded by sadness, loss and
enormous intergenerational family trauma.
You see, the year before I was born, in 1971,
my family and my whole community were all
moved into town, away from our traditional
way of life on the banks of the Murray River.
In Australia, it was one of the government’s
policies to assimilate all Aboriginal people
into the wider white community. I was sent
to a school. My family was sent to a Save the
Children funded facility and taught how to
keep a household, how to be proper parents,
how to look after kids and all those things.
In not being able to practice our traditional
way of life, our cultural knowledge was
progressively stripped. To my great sadness,
my language was not passed down to me.
It was all about loss and grief growing up.
The trauma stories are just so complex. Many
family and community members were lost to
alcoholism. As I got older, drugs were present,
mental health issues intensified and then we
began losing young people to suicide. Many of
the elders who went through the experience
known as the Stolen Generation have never
had a day where they have experienced hope
and peace in their lives since they as children
10 | GIFT Magazine

were separated from their families and sent to
homes, missions and boarding houses.
Acting on that calling, I have the benefit of a
wonderful education as a social worker and
have been honored along the way to acquire
wisdom and knowledge that combine our
traditional healing arts and natural remedies
with some newer approaches like energy
healing, EFT, tapping and other ways to make
a connection to our oneness. In trying to help
others, I realized that my challenge was that
I couldn’t save people. Instead, they have to
make the choice to save themselves. A part
of it was also personal. I also knew that I was
a bit lost myself. In the process of helping
others, I needed to heal my own grief and learn
how to live differently. I just knew there was
something missing.
My dream is to create a ripple effect by sharing
some of the things I’ve learned along my
healing journey—to teach and train people to
be the healers in their own families. Opening
up and sharing this journey, I have seen some
remarkable transformations in my work. The
survivors no longer have the same craving to
use alcohol or antidepressants to deal with
their pain every day. They’re smiling and
are able to talk about their stories and their
trauma. It is a history that has never been told
before from the Aboriginal perspective. Most
importantly, these people have themselves
become leaders in their healing circles and are
helping others.
One of the most remarkable stories of healing
happened to an extended family member of
mine. A grandmother today, she experienced a
lifetime of enormous trauma characterized by
domestic violence and alcoholism. She had no
parents, so we were raised in this large family
community instead. Compounding her issues
were physical problems, specifically enormous
pain in her legs and feet, with one of her legs
twisting inwards. She was depressed and
suicidal as well, but she was brave enough to
begin her own healing journey. The first few
sessions centered on helping her ease the pain
by learning how to be still and doing energy
work. After learning the tapping method, her
cravings for alcohol stopped. It’s probably
been 9 months now, and it’s almost like the
trauma story that was trapped inside of her
has dissolved. She has rediscovered herself,
reclaiming her sense of self and her connection
to her own spirit.
Perhaps the biggest “a-ha moment” for
her happened when I took her through a
practice to ground our energies that is literally

as simple as placing your bare feet on soil,
breathing in mother earth through the soles
of our feet. From her earliest memories she
had always worn shoes. Her auntie told her to
always do so to not get cuts or germs or so she
wouldn’t get cold and sick. “This is amazing,”
she told me. “I’ve never put my bare feet on
the ground.” Once she started doing that every
day, her symptoms diminished even more, and
she now only uses natural products instead of
medicines with harsh chemicals. She made the
connection, and it was very profound for her in
taking charge of her own healing.
Many of the other people that come to see me
have great lives. They live in the cities. They’re
all seemingly happy. They work, have families
and are busy all the time. Yet at the same
time, they leave their comfort zones and come
to our retreats in the bush by the riverbank
because they realize that something important
is missing. They’re searching outside of
themselves for all those things that make them
happy (especially material things) when really
it’s inside of them to be rediscovered.
One of the first things we do is the same foot
grounding ceremony I just mentioned. After
we put our feet in the river, they often ask,
“Okay, what do we do next?” I tell them, “You
do nothing.” Still they ask what’s the next
thing. “We need to be doing something,” they
implore. The fact that they just have to sit
there with their feet immersed in mother earth
doing nothing was a new concept to them,
just as it was for my community member. They
couldn’t understand it in the beginning. But
then they started to believe. For a person who
never has walked with bare feet on the earth
to willingly choose to spend the rest of the
weekend with no shoes on was a real discovery.
When the healing begins is when we feel the
connection, being present, sharing the same
air with our ancestors, just listening to our own
breath. Healing my own people means healing
all the people of Australia together. We’re all a
part of the same conversation and sometimes
all it takes is for that conversation to begin to
form a connection to our oneness.
Sometimes it begins with something as simple
as taking off our shoes.

You can reach out to Annabelle at

www.liveinoneness.com.au
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KATHLEEN
KENNEDY
TOWNSEND
The Intertwining of
Faith and Activism

For each of us yearning and working for a
more just world, it is a good to take time to
reflect on our inner life. Kathleen Kennedy
Townsend, a former two-term Lieutenant
Governor of Maryland and the eldest
daughter of Robert and Ethel Kennedy, talked
about her experience integrating an inner life
with a public one. She has had a long history
in politics and public service. Today she is
devoted to improve retirement security for all
Americans.—particularly the young. “Eighty
percent of Americans fear their retirement
more than they fear death,” she explained.
“We don’t have a retirement system, but
a rag tag list of offerings which helps
some but misses many”. She is the author
of Failing America’s Faithful: How Today’s
Churches Are Mixing God with Politics and
Losing Their way.

I

grew up in a family where political action
was intertwined with religious faith. On the
spiritual side we went to Sunday mass, and
every night, we would say our prayers recite
the rosary, and our father would read us a
chapter of the Bible. In the summer, Mum
would take us to daily Mass. Each room had

holy water container. We were expected
to bless ourselves every time we entered.
Whenever we did a good deed, my mother
announced that we were getting a soul out
of Purgatory. Our faith in God, in the Blessed
Mother, the Holy Days of Obligation pervaded
our thoughts and actions.
Because we had so much tragedy in our
family, we often turned to prayer for comfort.
Many of my first memories were praying for
my Uncle Joe who was killed in the war, for
my Aunt Kathleen who had died a few years
before I was born and for whom I was named.
When I was four my mother’s parents were
killed in a plane crash and they were then
added to our nightly prayers. In 1963 my uncle
Jack was killed, in 1966 my uncle George died,
and two years later, my father was killed.
Prayer was a communal activity. In the
company of family and friends we shared our
pain and suffering. We also shared our hope
for a better future. Our family would pray
around the bed with our mother. We would
go to mass together. When my grandmother
got sick, the priest would come to her house,
and all of the cousins would have mass
together. It was a very powerful action that
brought us so closely together.
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I learned the importance of merging religion
and activism not only from my family but
from the Catholic schools I attended. One
nun stood out: Mother Mouton. She was
from New Orleans and a Mardi Gras queen
who had trained as a lawyer. But she felt the
calling and had become a Sacred Heart nun.
At our school, silence was very important,
especially during Lent. You had to be quiet as
you walked through the hallways and were
not to talk until class started. About this,
Mother Mouton often said something that is
one of my favorite sayings: “Silence is golden
but sometimes it’s just plain yellow.”
She got it. Too often, silence is chicken.
One clear lesson that I learned from school
and from my family is that life is a struggle.
The Church had countless stories of martyrs--killed and tortured in the most gruesome
ways. And even we were not totally immune.
Some of my earliest memories were of my
father fighting the mob. I have joked that
when most 3 or 4 year olds were taken to
the playground, my mother and father took
me to the Senate committee hearings on
racketeering. My first words were “I refuse to
answer that question on the grounds that it
may incriminate me.” Not so funny is the fact
that when I was in third grade that the mob
threatened to throw acid in the eyes of my
brothers and me. As a consequence I could
not leave Our Lady of Victory with the other
children till our mother came to pick us up.
I learned from my parents that there was
always going to be a fight. And there was
never an illusion that the problems would
be resolved in this life. Instead, one always
has to gather one’s strength—to pray, to be
prepared and to gird one’s soul. One can
never rest easy. My father realized that many
Americans saw God as white. When he went
to South Africa, he asked the students there
“Suppose God is Black?”. That was a totally
new concept. When he returned to the
United States he wrote a front page article for
Look Magazine which boldly posed
the question.
An important part of our training was
being given time to be contemplative and
thoughtful and to pray. When I was about
to start writing a book, my advisor Father
Drinan suggested that I do a ten-day retreat
at a Jesuit retreat house. The book was how
the left had forgotten God and the right

Kathleen Kennedy Townsend with her mother Ethel Kennedy

had shrunk God to three issues: abortion,
same sex marriage and stem cell research.
Jesus had been much more interested in the
poor, the stranger, those who had been left
out and left behind. Father Drinan thought
that if I was going to write about something
important that I needed to think and pray
about it first before speaking out on it.
With the magnitude of problems we’re facing
today, the need for people to engage in
self-reflection is still important. We need
to find groups where we can talk together
and to find ways to gather strength for the
struggles we face in our lives. We need to
make sure when we’re engaged in political
action that we’re thoughtful about those
we’re fighting for and thoughtful about
those we’re fighting against.
The best thing we can do is to find a team
and work together with others. After all,
Christ did not do his work on his own.
He figured out that he should get some
terrific women and men to help him.

For more on Kathleen Kennedy Townsend,
please view

https://www.epi.org/people/kathleenkennedy-townsend
You can follow on Twitter
@KKT_EPI
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CROSSING
THE BRIDGE
TO OUR
FUTURE
Craig F. Schindler

Dr. Craig Schindler’s life has been devoted to
one big, overarching question: What will it really
take to bring about a shift in consciousness and
action that’s needed for us to overcome the global
threats to our future and move us forward as a
species to our next level of conscious evolution?
On that quest, he got his law degree at Stanford
University and a Ph.D. in psychology and ethics
from UC Berkeley and the Graduate Theological
Union. He has taught at Stanford, Harvard,
Trinity College and UC Santa Cruz. He is the
president of Project Victory that has facilitated
national dialogues, pioneered methods of conflict
resolution and trained 30,000 in compassionate
leadership. He has developed and taught
The Wisdom Leadership Intensive: On
Mindfulness and Compassion.

W

hether at the university, leading
transformational leadership trainings or
coaching directly with individuals and groups,
Craig has been working to affect the tipping point
for what he calls The Great Turning. It is a place
where mindfulness practice and a commitment
to inclusive love and compassion combine to
build loving communities, nations and a healthier
planet. His forthcoming book, CHOOSE HOPE,
YOU MATTER: Eight Wisdom Keys For Our
Transformation, is a guide to live your higher
purpose for a more compassionate self and world.

It is a call to awaken from the trance of
self-destruction and rise up for a love-based,
worldwide rising to restore Earth and create peace.
When my first child, a boy, was born on August 6,
the anniversary of Hiroshima, it was a powerful,
life-changing experience. It was the mid-1980’s
Cold War, and I was a professor of environmental
ethics at the University of California at Santa Cruz.
There was something about holding a newborn in
your arms and seeing the preciousness of life that
we all have — and juxtaposing it with the reality of
weapons of mass destruction and the increasing
destruction of the environment. It moved me
to make a commitment to do my part to help
turn things around. At that point, I co-founded
Project Victory with Dr. Gary Lapid and Theo
Brown, a non -profit organization to help advance
what we call “The Great Turning” -- the leap in
consciousness and action needed for humanity
to survive and thrive in increasingly challenging
times. Our book of the same title offered the vision
of “a new era of human dignity, environmental
restoration and lasting peace” and spread the
Gandhian insight that to achieve this goal: “We
must be the change we want for the world.” We
organized and facilitated national dialogues with
leaders of diverse views on peace and security, the
environment, interfaith and multiracial issues. We
trained 30,000 people (to date) in compassionate
leadership and conflict resolution.
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Where are we now in 2018? I believe we are living
in the most pivotal time in history. Humanity
is hovering on the cusp between accelerating
in our trance toward our own extinction on the
one hand, and awakening to embody a new era
of transformative change on par or equal to the
Enlightenment or the Renaissance. In past eras,
people have faced critical choices that would
shape the future, but not until recently have we
faced choices that could determine whether there
is to be a future at all. While we acknowledge
the remote risk of an asteroid devastating our
planet, we are often not awake to the increasing
momentum that climate change and humancaused actions are driving numerous species and
humankind toward extinction. Yet the enemy that
threatens humanity with extinction is within us.
Albert Einstein said: “The problems we have
created cannot be solved at the same level.
We need a new way of thinking.” For 30 years I
have sought to address both the inner and outer
change needed for this new way of thinking.
In addition to my Project Victory work with
dialogue and compassionate action, I have
maintained my coaching and counseling practice
in transformational psychology, working with
hundreds of individuals and organizations. I have
come to realize that each of us is not just the
external or small self, the ego; each of us is also
the observing Self, the witness or big Self, that
can transform our destructive patterns, cultivate
mindfulness and happiness and help to advance
the betterment of all life. This is what Abraham
Lincoln meant when he called us to “the better
angels of our nature.”
We are facing a chasm between our wisdom
and our technology. When I was trying to find
a metaphor to describe humanity’s world crisis,
I thought of my first trek in the Himalayas and
coming to a rope bridge that stretched across a
1000-foot river canyon. To understand what the
Great Turning is and where we are right now at this
time as a human species, think of this rope bridge
stretching across this chasm between our wisdom
and our technology. E.O. Wilson, the Harvard
biologist, describes this chasm: “The real problem
of humanity is the following: we have Paleolithic
emotions; medieval institutions; and god-like
technology. And it is terrifically dangerous, and it
is now approaching a point of crisis overall.”
Crossing the rope bridge requires us to be
awake and mindful. There are gaps between the
wooden planks and two ropes to hold onto. At the
end of the bridge across the chasm is the lush
landscape of the flowering of our humanity and
our consciousness, what the great souls have seen
as the next stage of our evolution. If we should
fall off on one side while crossing the bridge, we
risk griming the planet and the future for our
children and children’s children. The perils below

are the increasing devastation of climate change
and the threat of annihilation via weapons of
mass destruction through increasing conflicts,
racism and hatred. Should we fall on the other
side, we risk losing our freedom to the rise of
authoritarianism, or to becoming cyborgs, slaves of
artificial intelligence where we lose the evolution
of the human soul and become more and more
machine like. Crossing safely to the end of the
bridge means we are living with mindfulness and
compassion and we are ready to graduate from our
long, war-weary adolescence. We are actualizing
the ethic of respect and stewardship from our
wisdom traditions and restoring the Earth. We
can more forward to explore the Universe not as
pillagers but as pilgrims of the light.
My forthcoming book is Choose Hope, You Matter.
Hope is more than a feeling; hope is a choice.
Millions of us would agree that we are in a dark
time, yet as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. often said:
“The darkest hour of the night is the hour before
the dawn.” Often we live in denial about the
state of the world. We are afraid that if we come
out of denial and face the situation, we will fall
into despair. Certainly it is daunting to face the
human-caused threats to our future. We bounce
back and forth between denial (nothing is wrong)
and despair (there is nothing we can do). It takes
courage to confront the darkness. Yet there is
a third way besides denial and despair and that
is making a commitment – to choose hope. By
committing ourselves to be mindful and help
create a more just, and sustainable world, we rise
above our denial and despair. As we choose to live
the conscious change needed for our world, we
make our affirmation of hope real by our actions.
The mind wants to be right, but being right
about things being hopeless is the booby prize.
If you and I let ourselves fall into hopelessness,
then we become part of the problem. Choosing
hope is essential to creating a more mindful,
compassionate, just and sustainable world.
How can we “Be the Change” that we want for our
world? As Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. put it: “Our
goal is to build the Beloved Community and this
will require us to increase the quality of our soul
as well as the quantity of our compassionate
action.” This is what we call The Soul-Action
Practice. The Soul-Action Practice combines inner
development through practicing mindfulness
and inner peace, and outer development through
practicing compassion, justice and stewardship
in action. This is the shift from small self (ego)
to big Self (soul). Similarly, wise teachers like
Mahatma Gandhi, Albert Einstein, the Dalai Lama,
Mother Teresa, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and
Dr. Jane Goodall affirm that we are here to learn
“compassion for all life.” Our world, they say, is a
kind of spiritual democracy, meaning it reflects the
accumulated sum of all our thoughts and actions.
Thus as we elevate our thoughts and actions,
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our ripple effect will change the world. In this way
each of us can vote with our lives for more love
and compassion, justice and dignity, wisdom and
stewardship. The most effective method we have
is the power of love/truth/soul – the Soul Action
Practice.
Regarding the Inner change: Neuroscientists are
now confirming that we can change our brains
through mindfulness – that what we think and
do with regularity changes our brains. Anyone
who has worked to create a breakthrough in
their physical fitness knows how powerfully the
body responds to regular workouts. The same is
true of the brain. Mindfulness is the practice of
undivided attention and heart/mind awareness.
Every great wisdom tradition teaches some form
of mindfulness, such as centering prayer and
meditation. Neuroscientists using CT scans have
shown that regular meditation for two months
can shift the set point of the brain from the right
pre-frontal cortex linked to stress and anxiety to
the left pre-frontal cortex linked to happiness
and wellbeing. Practicing mindfulness, exercise
and healthy diet increases happiness. Thus
neuroscience and the wisdom traditions say that
through our practice of mindfulness and altruistic
action we can change our brain, elevate the quality
of our life and help our world.
Regarding the outer change: To advance the Great
Turning and increase our compassionate action as
Dr. King recommended, engaging in real dialogue
is crucial. But some people may be skeptical
how dialogue can really accomplish anything in
such polarizing times as these. They argue that
people have become so absolutist and adamant in
their mindsets, leaving seemingly little space for
openness to other points of view. Part of what’s
going on in America right now is that we’re not
seeing each other as decent, good, caring people
across these divisions. There’s a demonization
effect. Over the years, we in Project Victory have
organized numerous dialogues to help bridge the
divides on peace, environmental issues, climate
change, race relations and religion. When you
think about the broad constituency of folks of good
will across many points of view and traditions,
what works to foster dialogue is to create an
atmosphere of kindness and safety where your
point of view is going to be heard. Once that
happens, you are going to be much more receptive
to listening to the other point of view—and even
considering there are some things you don’t know.
It all comes down to forging an experience of
mutual respect and dignity.

and compassion, we will rapidly accelerate the
Great Turning. As we heal and transform our own
lives, we will transform our culture, and thus we
can cross the rope bridge and together create a
new Renaissance of the human spirit.
At Project Victory we are working to spread the call
to live the Great Turning and to help link the Great
Turning Network of millions of individuals and
groups committed to the inner and outer change
toward love and compassion, inner peace and
wellbeing, human dignity, justice and equal rights,
and the healing of the Earth. As Dr. Martin Luther
King says: “When I speak of love, am speaking of
that force which all the great religions have seen
as the supreme unifying principle of life.” As ten
percent of us awaken from the trance of small self
(ego) and live from big Self (soul) with love, we will
ignite together the love-based worldwide rising.
When my son was born, I dedicated myself to
this vision: “Two hundred years from now – if we
choose – historians of the 23rd century will look
back at our era and call it the Great Turning. They
will say that a worldwide movement, in which
tens of millions of people lived with mindfulness
and compassion for each other and all life, was
able in the 2lst Century to restore the Earth and
create the conditions for peace

For more on Craig Schindler, please view
www.projectvictory.net

The Tipping Point: Scientists have established that
when a population adopts a new idea or innovation
it grows slowly until it reaches the tipping point of
ten percent and then it spreads exponentially like
a flame. Thus when ten percent of us are living the
change we want for the world with mindfulness
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Delaware Changing Lives

Delaware
g Lives

Changin

DelawareChangingLives.org

GIFT founder and president Sam Beard was on hand when Delaware Governor John Carney
signed an executive order making Delaware a trauma-informed state. The goal of the effort is
to coordinate public and private services for Delaware families, especially as it relates to ACEs
(adverse childhood experiences) in order to build resilience in children, adults and communities.
Trauma mitigation is an important part of the bigger picture of Delaware Changing Lives, the
coalition GIFT has promoted to serve as a model for social innovation and change utilizing
mindfulness technologies.

I personally believe that mindfulness is really important for children,
particularly children dealing with incredible stress in their lives.
-Delaware Governor, John Carney

“

“

Back row left to right: Cerron Cade (Secretary of Labor),
Dorrell Green (Director of Innovation and Improvement, Delaware Department of Education),
Sam Beard (Founder and President, GIFT),
Leslie Brower (Project Director at Delaware Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health)
Second row: Perry Phelps (Commissioner of Corrections),
Renee Beaman (Director of Delaware Division of State Service Cneters), Bethany Hall-Long (Lieutenant Governor),
Tracey Quillen Carney (First Lady of Delaware)
Front: Governor John Carney
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Delaware Changing Lives Update
As we take major, public steps forward in Delaware in our commitment to new trauma-informed,
mindfulness, and stress management systems, we also have an opportunity to celebrate our
successes – large and small – changing lives. Brain research has ushered in an era of greater
understanding and increased science-based approaches to stress and trauma management,
education, mental health, and healthcare.
Delaware is the first state that is setting up a statewide delivery system that is affordable and
self-sustaining. Delaware is developing the model for the country. U.S. Senator Chris Coons, Governor
John Carney and First Lady Tracey Carney, plus Lt. Governor Bethany Hall-Long are among public
servants who are supporting this collaborative approach to advance strength-based systems
encompassing trauma recovery, social emotional learning
(SEL), and mindfulness/stress-reduction training.

Mindfulness and meditation are not just about feeling more
focused and relaxed in our hectic lives.
Delaware Changing Lives is conclusively demonstrating how
these technologies are giving renewed hope to thousands
struggling with trauma, abuse, addiction, anxiety and
depression, plus a host of other stress-related problems.

“

If you asked me five years ago about the
value of meditation, I would have been
skeptical. Having had the experience of
knowing a Marine veteran where it made
a big difference and what I’ve heard from
other veterans, I’m a strong advocate.
-US Senator Chris Coons

“

 aunched in early 2017, Delaware Changing Lives is the
L
vision of legendary public servant Sam Beard and mental
health counselor Dr. James Walsh to demonstrate the
significant societal benefits when science-based
mindfulness technologies are systematically integrated
into all major public and private sectors of a locality.

Delaware Changing Lives on Film
We can see lives being changed in action thanks to
Rupert Hitzig, a film producer and director with a
host of major motion pictures to his credit.
Click below to see a preview of some of the
incredible stories Rupert has captured. Rupert has
caught up with and interviewed dozens of people in
Delaware who have heartwarming stories detailing
the impact of mindfulness training in their lives and
those around them.

https://youtu.be/hylqqFBqsiI

-Lt. Governor Bethany Hall-Long

“

“

The leadership of GIFT and their work to bring mindfulness into our
schools and communities has already had a huge impact toward
improved mental health in our state. Working together, imagine what
we can do…the lives we can change.
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Here are some accomplishment highlights to date:
SCHOOLS
In just 8 months, GIFT has trained nearly 1000 school personnel throughout Delaware through its
collaboration with Compassionate Schools Initiative with support from the Governor and First Lady,
the Department of Education and the Delaware State Education Association. Working from a base
of four school districts at present, GIFT anticipates expansion between 40 and 60 schools over the
next 5 years, brining the benefits of having a mindful classroom to over 40,000 Delaware students.

MENTAL HEALTH
GIFT has developed a multi-tier, mindfulness training program with the Delaware Division of
Substance Abuse and Mental Health. To date, more than 600 people in the mental health system
in Delaware including both mental health providers and consumers have gone through the
training. Over 10,000 Delawareans suffering from mental and emotional disorders have had their
lives touched by GIFT-provided mindfulness training. Over the next 5 years, the program will be
expanded to 3000 mental health providers impacting more than 75,000 patients.

VETERANS
Dr. Jenna Tedesco has led a nationwide movement to standardize mindfulness training treatment
at VA Hospitals based on the MBSR curriculum developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn at the University of
MA Centre for Mindfulness. At the Wilmington VA alone over 1,500 veterans have participated in
mindfulness training with tremendous results. GIFT is working with the DE National Guard, DE
Veterans Coalition, the Mindfulness Veterans Connection, and the DE Interfaith Veterans Workgroup
to promote these programs and identify veterans seeking these services. GIFT is working to supply
5-8 mindfulness trainers to work with groups for the next 5 years, including “vanguards” (veterans
who can teach other veterans).

GRASSROOTS
GIFT has provided training at no or low cost to the Boys & Girls Clubs personnel throughout the
state. In addition, GIFT has worked with Delaware’s 4H, the Mental Health Association, the Delaware
Association of Volunteer Administrators, Limen House, and Community in Schools in Delaware
Over the past year, 200 helping professionals and volunteers at these organizations have been
trained in mindfulness skills.

-First Lady Tracey Guillen Carney

“

“

I’ve met a lot of wonderful people who have been leading the
trauma-informed care effort, by whatever name, for a long time.
Now, we need to build on the foundation they have worked so hard to
provide - to develop a statewide approach to care that builds on the
strengths of every child, every family, and every community.

Delaware’s First Lady, Tracey Quillen Carney has launched her First Chance Delaware initiative with a
special focus on childhood hunger, early language skills toward school readiness, and responding
effectively to Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs).
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“

It is my dream to see
behavioral therapists
in every school so that
mindfulness is part of the
curriculum as is English,
arts and mathematics. It
makes miracles. Try it.
Dr. Carlton Lampkins. On the front line daily
with at-risk inner city kids with trauma.
Chair of the Board of Communities in Schools.

Dina Evans.
Mt. Pleasant
Elementary
School
Teacher

When I had a guy get killed, I felt wounded. That one’s on me. That was
my fault. These guys died because I didn’t do it right. I have been suicidal.
I sat with a gun in my lap for a week. It wasn’t until I found mindfulness
that got me forgetting all the nonsense. Learning to stay focused in the
moment has changed my life.”
Vietnam Veteran. David Phelps joined the Army Rangers at 19.
He returned from Vietnam a hollowed out version of his former self.

“

Wisdom and calmness.
Love and compassion.
Oh, my God. Happy.
I am so happy to have this.

Olivia M Soleil, Therapist,
Delaware Center for Conscious Living

“

“

“

I had a student this summer
who struggles with a hugely
distracted environment at
home. His brother was shot at
eighteen years old.He came
to me. I asked,
‘What can I do for you?’
He said, ‘Please breathe
with me.’ I held him so tight.
‘You’re safe here with me
right now. Keep breathing.
I love you’.

“

When I really need to
center, I make sure
I take a deep breath in
and out.

Rabbi Michael Beals,
Congregation Beth Shalom

Watch for an announcement concerning a public launch event for Delaware
Changing Lives in the coming weeks.
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Through the Superpower Summit, we are continuing to explore the question what it
really means to live, love and do business mindfully.
The Superpower Summit is engaging with some of the most amazing humans on the
planet today to find out about their superpowers.
Mindful has become a bit of a buzzword and there seems to be a level of comfort with
it culturally that is ever increasing! As a team we are THRILLED about this. It really feels
like an opening in time to engage more and more people in the practical benefits of
incorporating some element of this practice into their lives.
What we are finding from everyone from CEO’s, athletes, scientists and academics from
all over the globe is that there are universal benefits that occur from cultivating this level
of mind (well that sounded fancy!!).
The bottom line here, people, is less stress, calmer in a crisis and more
JOY and creativity! Sound like something you could get into??
I was BEYOND excited to reconnect and interview the ever - amazing Lisa Nichols
and get her take on this!

Natalie Alexia - Co-Creator.
SuperpowerSummit with Suzanne Hall.
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“

Lisa is one of the world’s most-requested motivational speakers, as well as media personality and corporate
CEO whose global platform has reached and served nearly 30 million people. From a struggling single mom on
public assistance to a millionaire entrepreneur, Lisa’s courage and determination has inspired fans worldwide
and helped countless audiences break through, to discover their own untapped talents and infinite potential.
Lisa’s take on being mindful in every area of her life was as you might expect inspiring.
She talked about auditing her entire life with the question.
If I could choose again today, would I choose this?

“Would I choose this relationship again? With my mother? My father? My son?
I want to live in each of those relationships with excitement and joy as if they were new!
Same with my business! Same with every area of my life.”
Lisa shared that when she found the areas of her life that she wasn’t excited about she asked
herself the questions:
What would I need to shift to be excited about it? or Is it complete?
I have always believed that the quality of our life is defined by the quality of the questions we are willing to ask
ourselves and these are some incredible questions to reflect on. To me Lisa’s approach to this is the epitome of
mindful living—It is becoming truly present to what is in every area of your life and knowing that you have the
opportunity and the option to choose what you will create going forward.
What would your life be like if you chose to become truly present to what is and created the opportunity
to find joy in what is or choose again?
This is just a fraction of what the Superpower Summit will invite you to contemplate.
As we delve deeper into this conversation with so many incredible humans, it is becoming clear:
the Superpower Summit has the potential to be the seed that joins and collaborates with all the other
mindfulness initiatives that are happening across the planet.
Written by Natalie Alexia nataliealexia.com

TO REGISTER FOR THE SUPERPOWER SUMMIT, VISIT

SUPERPOWERSUMMIT.COM
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REMARKABLE
Stories of Change Agents At Work
Sign up for our FREE Gift Global More Mindful World
Quarterly Magazine. Delivered straight to your inbox.

Sign up @giftglobal.org
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